
Shimokitazawa: The World's Most Walkable
Neighborhood
Shimokitazawa is a vibrant and eclectic neighborhood in Tokyo, Japan. It's
known for its independent shops, trendy cafes, and live music venues. In
this guide, we'll tell you everything you need to know about Shimokitazawa,
from how to get there to what to see and do.
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How to Get to Shimokitazawa

Shimokitazawa is located in the Setagaya ward of Tokyo. It's about a 10-
minute train ride from Shibuya Station on the Odakyu Line. You can also
get to Shimokitazawa by bus from Shinjuku Station.

What to See and Do in Shimokitazawa

There's something for everyone in Shimokitazawa. Here are a few of the
highlights:
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Shopping: Shimokitazawa is a great place to find unique and
independent shops. There are everything from vintage clothing stores
to record stores to art galleries.

Cafes: Shimokitazawa is home to some of Tokyo's best cafes. You can
find everything from traditional Japanese cafes to trendy coffee shops.

Live music venues: Shimokitazawa is a major hub for live music in
Tokyo. There are several live music venues in the neighborhood, and
you can see everything from rock to pop to jazz.

Nightlife: Shimokitazawa has a lively nightlife scene. There are
several bars and clubs in the neighborhood, and you can find
everything from live music to DJs.

Where to Eat in Shimokitazawa

There are several great places to eat in Shimokitazawa. Here are a few of
our favorites:

Izakaya Torikizoku: This is a popular izakaya (Japanese pub) that
serves a variety of grilled dishes. It's a great place to try some of
Japan's traditional dishes.

Ramen Jiro: This is a popular ramen shop that serves a rich and
flavorful broth. It's a great place to warm up on a cold day.

Curry House CoCo Ichibanya: This is a popular curry chain that
serves a variety of different curries. It's a great place to get a quick and
affordable meal.

Where to Stay in Shimokitazawa



There are several different places to stay in Shimokitazawa. Here are a few
of our recommendations:

Hotel Koé Tokyo: This is a stylish hotel that's located in the heart of
Shimokitazawa. It's a great place to stay if you want to be close to all
the action.

UNPLAN Shinjuku: This is a budget-friendly hotel that's located near
Shinjuku Station. It's a great option if you're looking for a place to stay
that's close to public transportation.

AirBnB: There are also several AirBnB rentals available in
Shimokitazawa. This is a great option if you're looking for a more
affordable place to stay.

Shimokitazawa is a vibrant and eclectic neighborhood in Tokyo that's well
worth exploring. It's a great place to find unique shops, trendy cafes, and
live music venues. Whether you're looking for a place to shop, eat, or drink,
you're sure to find something to love in Shimokitazawa.
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Health Care Global Viewpoints: Samantha
Whiskey
Samantha Whiskey is a global health advocate and expert. She has
worked in over 50 countries, providing health care to underserved
populations. In this article, she shares...

Teacher Educators' Reflections on Culturally
Relevant Teaching in Contemporary
Classrooms: A Comprehensive Exploration
In today's increasingly diverse classrooms, culturally relevant teaching
has become essential to ensuring that all students feel valued,
respected,...
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